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M. Tkachuk (the moderator), L. Arkhypova, T. Chaika, L. Fylypovych, T. Lutyi, V. Men-
zhulin, S. Proleev, S. Rudenko, V. Shcherbak, K. Sigov, S. Yosypenko

“Vilen Horskyi: touches, meanings, contemplations”: new book’s presentation in Natio nal 
University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy 

The publication contains the speeches of participants of presentation of the book “Vi len 

Horskyi: touches, meanings, contemplations”, published in Kyiv in 2011 (edited by Ma-

ryna Tkachuk; compiled by Maryna Tkachuk and Liudmyla Arkhypova). The publication 

was dedicated to 80th anniversary of Vilen Horskyi (27.10.1931—27.05.2007), a notable 

Ukrainian philosopher and historian of philosophy, doctor of sciences in philosophy, 

professor, Honored Worker of Science and Technology of Ukraine. The speeches empha-

size a significant value of the presented book in the development of philosophical culture 

in Ukraine; they also represent Horskyi’s unique image as a scientist, educator and the 

Person.
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Petro Yolon  

Personality changes the epoch

An unordinary personality is distinguished by the ability to reflect adequately a gist of the 

epoch and form intellectually a new world in accordance with high values. Extrapolating 

efficiently such a new world on the life of the society, the personality gives the society new 

outlines and rational motifs to progress. Just such qualities are demonstrated by Myroslav 

Volodymyrovych Popovich both in his creative research work and socio-political activity 

under conditions of the historical changes in the development of Ukrainian society. His 

intellectual growth, thematic and ideological trend of scientific studies, socially signifi-

cant activities harmonically accompanied, reflected and personified the main milestones 

of our newest history. Despite of the sharp ideological-party pressing inherent in the com-

munist system, Myroslav Popovich became one of the founders of logic-methodological 

movement, which has radically changed the ideological and value orientations of a con-

siderable part of Ukrainian intellectuals. His investigations throw light upon the profound 

historical roots and originality of Ukrainian culture; therefore they are of great impor-

tance for the national and culture renaissance, consolidation of Ukrainian nation. He has 

also outlined peculiarities and essence of the “red century” in order to shape methodo-

logical benchmarks for elaborating the strategy of civilization development of our society. 

He was one of those who stood at the sources of the Narodnyi Rukh (People’s movement) of 
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Ukraine, which has played a significant part in formation of Independent Ukraine. And 

nowadays, he goes on bearing his influence on the public opinion formation in the 

country.

Keywords: personality in the socio-historical process, liberal rationalist tradition, lo gic-

methodological movement, public significance of philosophic reflection 

Viktor Kozlovsky 

A glance through the years: the generation of the sixties as a philosophical type 

The article examines the ideas and books that have played a significant role in the forma-

tion of the generation of the sixties as a distinct philosophical type. In addition to reviewing 

the most important aspects of this philosophy, it studies the impact of this generation on 

the national philosophy of the 1970’s. It also sheds some light upon the most promi nent fig-

ures, who have personified the philosophical search of the generation of the sixties.

Keywords: the sixties, Marxist philosophy, Hegelianism, humanistic Marxism, activity 

theo ry, philosophical schools 

Viktor Malakhov 

Four quarters of the path… 

The paper deals with the problem of intergeneration differences in the Kyiv philoso-

phical environment of the 1970’s. Against a background of general features inherent in 

the above circles the author emphasizes a number of features which distinguished the 

attitude to the world and philosophy itself in generation which representative the author 

was as well – young philosophers of the late 1960’s — early 1970’s. The culture sources 

of the life apprehension of those days and its philosophical comprehension are con-

sidered. The thoughts stated in the paper allow, in the author’s opinion, speaking about 

the mentioned circles in Kyiv of the 1970’s as a certain uncompleted philosophical 

project.  

Keywords: philosophical generation, Kyiv philosophical environment, intergeneration dif-

ferences, philosophical project 

Volodymyr Klymchuk  

The spirit revenge

The humanities development under the Soviet power was hindered by the triangle party–

security services—monopolistic doctrine. Most works written in that period were ritualized 

monologues, and the school of demagogy was the main scientific achievement handed 

down to new generations.

Marxism is, first of all, the theoretical substantiation of terror. The red terror in a 

form of totalitarian system was a very verification of the theory by practice all over the 

world. In the period of the Soviet totalitarianism the humanities stopped to be a dialogue, 

particularly a civic one. It turned into a part of propagandistic machine of the Commu-

nist party; scientists acted the part of the “fighters of ideological front”. The resistance 

to such circumstances is the main indication of a true intellectual biography. It became 

apparent mainly in various forms of criticism, and rarely – in heroic actions. The book by 
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M. Popovich The Red Century is cited as an example of many years' labour of comprehen-

sion of reality, of being in dialogue with anti-world, and liberation from dogmata.

Keywords: text, dialogue, totalitarianism, party-membership, Marxism

Tsofnas Arnold 

Philosopher Avenir Uyomov. The last interview 

The article includes the biography of and the last interview with Avenir Uyomov – an 

outstanding Soviet and Ukrainian philosopher, well known in the world philosophical 

community. His course of life is interesting not only in the aspect of his own formation as 

a philosopher, but rather in the aspect formation of a corpus of ideas that grounded the 

original school of system researches. The article is addressed not only to professional 

philosophers, logicians, psychologists and culture historians, but – in the first place – to 

students, which are starting their path in philosophy and science.

Keywords: things, properties, relations, analogy, system approach, the language of ternary 

description 

Yevhen Bystrytsky 

Transcendental phenomenology and the notion of experience 

Should we characterize Husserl’s phenomenology as a philosophy of experience – tran-

scendental empiricism? Could a title of “phenomenology of experience” be applied cor-

rectly? What is a concept of experience in the phenomenological theory, as well as in phi-

losophy? This polemic paper is an attempt to cover raised issues taking a book “The 

Phenomenology of Experience” written by Ukrainian philosopher V. Kebuladze as a criti-

cizing benchmark of the polemics. First, the paper highlights a reason of understanding 

phenomenology as a philosophy beyond empiricism, naturalism and Kantianism. Second, 

the paper’s author shows why transcendental approach developed by Husserl makes a de-

cisive step to overcome epistemological view on experience, although is not successful to 

complete that. Third, the article highlights key constituents of any experience: its syn-

thetic function, as well as a related function of transcendence of its factuality. Fourth, the 

author reconstructs a role of the phenomenological concept of experience as a gained ex-

perience of the impossibility of expanding an ideal of completed rationalistic approach. 

An actual phenomenology of experience is being developed by post-phenomenological 

thinkers who proceed with understanding transcendental argumentation in a sense of 

“being-in-the-World” (Heidegger, Gadamer) or takes it as the “embodied agent” 

(Ch. Taylor). It opens new horizons for both examining and using the notion of experience 

in contemporary philosophy, including the very phenomenology.

Keywords: phenomenology, experience, transcendental argumentation


